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HELLO.
I’m Baylie Leonard! I have always been fascinated by photography and have 

always had an eye for it.  I started really being interested in the art of 
photography my junior year of high school when I got accepted into yearbook. That is the 

year I got my first DSLR camera. But, it wasn’t until this year that I really fully understood the 
camera and its settings. My favorite subject to photography is nature and inanimate objects. 
I love to capture their essence and try to capture them in new perspectives. I am excited for 

this new adventure in photography and to grow my skills as a photographer. 
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REMNANTS.
The remnants of those that once lived here. It fascinates me to think about the people that 

roamed this beautiful little city.Bannack is the name. It was founded in 1862 when gold was 
discovered in Grasshopper creek nearby. Many people fled their responsibilities and homes in 
hope of striking it big. Through out the years the gold dwindled and so did the population. By 

1950 Bannack was declared a state park and in 1970 there was no longer
 anyone permanently living there anymore.
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CATCH.
Fly fishing is an angling method in which an artificial “fly” is used to catch fish. The fly is cast 

using a fly rod, reel, and specialized weighted line. Casting a nearly weightless fly or “lure” 
requires casting techniques significantly different from other forms of casting.
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WALLPAPER
Wallpaper is a kind of material used to cover and decorate the interior walls of homes, 

offices, cafes, government buildings, museums, post offices, and other buildings; it is one 
aspect of interior decoration. It is usually sold in rolls and is put onto a 

wall using wallpaper paste.
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CASCADE
Cascade is a rural city in and the county seat of Valley County, Idaho, United States, in the 

west central part of the state. The population was 939 at the 2010 census, down from 997 in 
2000. This little city has beautiful scenery wherever you go.
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